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a security measure to keep

bots off this site. Please bear
with us while we get this fixed

and try again later.');" ? It
seems to work in some

browsers. Edit: working for
me in chrome. The following

are consolidated from the
following complaints: =====
==================
==================
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==================
=== COMPLAINT NUMBER
ONE Defendant!- accused!-
has been illegally collecting
credit card information and
charging people for services
that they didn't ask for and
didn't want. alleged that in

March, 2014 I used a Google
Chrome extension called

"AdBlock Plus" to prevent ads
to be loaded on a certain

website. Defendant!-
purported to be an affiliate of
Google!- sent a message to

the webmaster of the website
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and he was instructed to
insert a line of HTML code
that would allow "AdBlock
Plus" to load ads on my
computer. What I was

unaware of was that "AdBlock
Plus" had a secret function

that uploaded my credit card
information to an IP address
in!Korea!- to be charged in

the amount of Â£48.59 (!) for
services that I neither

requested nor wanted. I didn't
authorize the Defendant!- to

make any charges against my
credit card. Defendant!- has
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